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Electrochemical Reduction of Sulfur Hexafluoride
in Novel, Air-Independent Power Systems
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The electrochemical reduction of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) was
investigated in cells using 1-n-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide electrolyte with additives to
enhance SF6 solubility and anode activity. Magnesium was used
as the counter electrode (anode) in these cells. In post run analyses,
metal fluoride formations at the anode and sulfur deposits at the
cathode were found. These findings are possible evidence of SF6
decomposition; however, degradation of the electrolyte may have
also been the source of these reaction by-products. Output power
over 1 mW was demonstrated in the cell.
Introduction
There is a continual push to investigate novel power systems for unmanned undersea
vehicles (UUVs) that can perform reliably, safely, and economically. Recent efforts have
focused on fuel cell technology replacing batteries (1,2). While many different fuels
have been investigated, oxygen is the standard choice as the reactive oxidant species.
Oxygen is readily available and certainly safer than pure halogens such as chlorine and
fluorine; however, considerable hazards are still present. Oxygen storage requires
cryogenic systems, high-pressure containers, or chemical compounds such as
perchlorates or peroxides, all of which pose severe safety hazards.
Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) is an alternative oxidant that can be liquefied and stored at
relatively low pressure and is also non-toxic. SF6, generally known for its chemical
inertness and high dielectric strength, can also serve as an oxidant in combustion
reactions. It is a non-toxic, non-flammable gas that liquefies at room temperature under
relatively low pressure (335 psig), making its storage lower maintenance than that for
pure oxygen. Using SF6 as the oxidant in undersea (air-independent) fuel cell systems
offers greater safety, comparable oxidant storage capacity and improved thermal
management of the system. This study investigates the electrochemical reduction of SF6
in order to evaluate its potential for electrochemical systems.
Energy Considerations for UUVs
Table I ranks several fuel/oxidant couples according to total energy stored, which is
based on total enthalpy of reaction, or heat released by the chemical reaction. In addition
to specific energy (MJ kg-1), energy density (MJ L-1) must be considered in UUV
applications. For neutral buoyancy in seawater, total energy storage will be limited by
whichever is lower (noted by italics), the specific energy or energy density, since the
vehicle density will be roughly equal to that of seawater (~1.025 kg L-1). Note that the
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oxidant is included in this analysis, contrary to land-based applications, in which oxygen
storage is not required.
TABLE I. Thermal Energy Release of various fuel-oxidizer combinations. (3)
Note that neither tank mass nor tank volume is considered.
Fuel / Oxidant
Al / O2 (LOX)
Li / SF6
Li / O2 (LOX)
Al / H2O2 (100 wt%)
Al / SF6
Al / O2 (3000 psig)
Al / H2O2 (65 wt%)
Otto Fuel II*
Primary Li-SOCl2 Battery**
Secondary Li-Ion Battery**

Specific Energy
MJ kg-1
16.0
14.47
20.00
10.38
8.45
16.0
7.68
5.04
1.62
0.72

Energy Density
MJ L-1
22.09
14.0
13.6
17.93
13.0
8.05
11.28
3.60
3.60
1.17

* In monopropellant configuration
** Fully packaged battery
The highest energy system actually demonstrated based on these fuel-oxidizer
pairings is Li / SF6, which was the basis for the SCEPS (Stored Chemical Energy
Propulsion System) torpedo energy system (4). However, the use of molten lithium has
severe drawbacks from a safety perspective, and these systems are not in active service.
In addition, this was a high power, combustion engine aimed at torpedo application.
UUV applications prefer low to moderate power levels to achieve long mission duration,
and this favors a fuel cell or battery approach because efficiency is greatly improved
compared to combustion engines.
Although lithium’s theoretical specific energy is favored over aluminum’s, the
logistics involved with lithium storage in a maritime setting detract from this advantage.
If exposed to seawater, lithium will react to completion, releasing hydrogen gas in the
process, whereas aluminum will likely be passivated. Comparing the oxidants, SF6pairings slightly surpass the O2-pairings most likely to be used (i.e. 3000 psig O2 or 65
wt% H2O2). While LOX and 100 wt% H2O2 systems offer the highest energy, safety
concerns continue to be a major concern.
The theoretical energy metrics concerning the Al / SF6 system look promising, but
investigations need to be conducted to gain insight into its potential for energy production.
Assuming 50% efficiency could be achieved with an Al / SF6 electrochemical cell, the
system would likely be mass-limited, with a reactant-based specific energy of ~ 4 MJ kg-1.
When another 50% balance of plant loss is taken into account, the system specific energy
is 2 MJ kg-1 = ~ 500 W-hr kg-1, which is still 2.5x the lithium-ion battery specific energy
of 200 W-hr kg-1.
Fluoride Electrochemistry
A majority of energy research concerning fluoride electrochemistry has been directed
towards electrolytes and cell stabilizers for rechargeable lithium batteries or fluorinated
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carbon (CFx) cathodes for primary lithium batteries (5). There has also been promising
results for non-aqueous, aluminum-fluoride batteries,[6] but anode passivation and
cathode capacity have limited the efficiency and energy storage of this cell, respectively.
A general explanation for cathodic capacity limitation is based on the intercalation
mechanism at the cathode, whereby lithium cations insert themselves into a finite number
of active cathodic sites. Fuel cells cannot utilize such intercalation reaction mechanisms,
because a fundamental element of a fuel cell reaction is that by-products of the overall
reaction be carried away from the electrode(s) to allow for a continuous process. In an
ideal SF6–based fuel cell, SF6 could continually replenish cathode capacity via
SF6 + 8e- => S2- + 6F-

[1]

Instead of intercalation, this is a conversion reaction method, whereby fluorine and
sulfide ions are carried away from the cathode to maintain fresh catalyst surface and
continual operation.
Concerning electrolyte selection, aqueous solutions are not preferred because of their
poor SF6 solubility, limited working potential (~ 1.5 V), and concern of forming
hydrofluoric acid. Ionic liquids (a.k.a. low-melting temperature molten salts) are noted
for their reasonable conductivity, chemical stability, and large operational
electrochemical window versus aqueous solutions. Initial investigations were drawn
from lithium ion battery chemistries, in which fluoride salts are used as the electrolyte
and carbon or metal fluoride electrodes as the cathode material. A general cell
formulation of Anode(metal) || Ionic Liquid || Fluoride Stable Cathode was used to
analyze viable cathodic half-cell reaction based upon SF6. Additional organic co-solvents
were also explored to help increase SF6 solubility, with the expectation that any reactivity
might be enhanced by having higher liquid phase SF6 concentration.
Experimental Methods
After preliminary evaluation of several electrolyte candidates, the ionic liquid 1-nButyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, ([BMP]Tf2N), 98% was
purchased from Alfa Aesar and used in all experiments. Methanol was introduced in
order to raise the solubility of SF6 in the electrolyte solution (7). Also, 2 mL of 0.1 M
AgNO3 in acetonitrile (ACN) was added to increase electrolyte conductivity for room
temperature operation (8).
Electrochemical cells were prepared using a magnesium anode and a platinum-coated
carbon cathode, and analysis was conducted at ambient conditions (i.e. 25° C and 1 atm).
Because this investigation focused on SF6 reactivity at the cathode, using a magnesium
anode instead of aluminum to facilitate electrochemical cell analysis was appropriate.
The cathode was designed as a frit so that SF6 gas bubbled through it to enhance the triple
phase boundary layer between reactant gas, solid cathode surface, and liquid electrolyte.
Figure 1 shows the platinum nanoparticles coating the carbon fritted cathode. Platinum
was electrodeposited onto the carbon frit by a pulsed potential method. A reference
electrode was assembled by isolating a platinum wire with the [BMP]Tf2N electrolyte in
a glass tube with glass frit.
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Chronoamperometry was used to analyze cell performance. The cathode vs.
reference voltage was stepped over time from -0.4 V to -0.8 V in 0.2 V increments,
holding at each potential for 15 minutes while monitoring anode half-cell voltage and
current. After testing, the used electrodes were dried and analyzed for evidence of SF6
reaction using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
(EDX).

Figure 1. SEM image of cathode material: platinum electroplated onto carbon frit. The
frit is bonded to metal tubing, which offers a means of completing the electrical circuit
and delivering the SF6 gas.
Results
The aim was to explore reactivity of SF6 in an electrochemical cell. Figures 3 and 4
show evidence for the formation of MgF2, which would be the final product in a cell that
reduces fluorine and oxidizes magnesium. In one of the cells tested, EDX revealed the
presence of fluorine at the anode, while XRD confirmed the formation of MgF2. In
addition, sulfur was detected in the used cathode material for all runs, and this is possibly
due to SF6 decomposition. Unfortunately, MgF2 appeared to passivate the anode, but at
higher temperatures it might be possible to prevent anode passivation. Another means to
stop MgF2 buildup would be to introduce electrolytes species that enhance MgF2
solubility without attacking elemental Mg.
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Figure 3. EDX analysis showing the presence of fluorine on the magnesium anode.
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Figure 4. XRD analysis of magnesium anode. There are minor peaks that indicate the
presence of magnesium fluoride (MgF2).
Figures 5 and 6 shows cell performance on SF6 gas and Ar gas, respectively.
Worsened anode polarization was seen under Ar versus SF6, but the power output was
more stable than under SF6. A black discoloration occurred in the electrolyte while using
SF6 gas. The change in color was from black particulates, which were silver deposits on
the cathode that had broken loose.
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Figure 5. Cell polarization under SF6 gas with Ew-ref equal to -0.4,-0.6, and -0.8V for
each respective step. The power decreased over time from 1.5 to 0.6 mW. A steady
current draw near 0.7 mA was present during the third potential step (at -0.8 V = Ew-ref).
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Figure 6. Cell polarization under Ar gas with Ew-ref equal to -0.4,-0.6, and -0.8V for each
respective step. Power output was 0.4-0.5 mW for the first two steps, and then roughly
0.7mW during the final step, with the current up to 1.1 mA.

Conclusions
While indication of magnesium fluoride formation at the anode has been verified, the
mechanism of reaction and source of fluorine cannot yet be attributed to SF6
electrochemical reduction with ensuing transport of fluoride anions. XRD analysis of
anode in repeated testing has not shown MgF2 on the anode surface, thus raising the
question of whether there is indeed SF6 reaction or only electrolyte decomposition instead.
One of the three magnesium anodes showed clear evidence of MgF2 formation via
XRD and EDX analyses. The other two anodes and cells showed the similar electrolyte
discoloration only present when using SF6 instead of Ar gas; however, there apparently
was not enough material to register in the XRD or EDX analyses. EDX analysis of the
cathode showed silver, which originated from the AgNO3 salt in the electrolyte solution.
The blackish particulate found in the electrolyte was also silver, but it is not understood
why these particulates only appeared under SF6 gas and not also Ar.
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